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Compensation Weight 

The CW ranges from 40 kg down to 0kg in 10kg increments. Its determination is based on the lap-time set by a car 
during the Qualifying of a Competition. Whereas the fastest lap-time is taken into account regardless of which of 
the possible Qualifying sessions it was achieved in. The determined CW is applied for the entire following 
Competition. 
The CW is applied only to cars that are in the top half of the Qualifying result. For all other cars  no CW is applied 
(CW = 0kg). In case of an odd number of entries, the number of cars the CW is applied to is rounded down. The 
overall lap-time difference, of cars the CW is applied to, defines the considered time span for the CW determination. 
This time span is divided into four equally paced sections. The lap time of a car is assigned to one of these sections 
and therefore  determines the CW for the car. 

 
Besides these basic rules, the adoptions defined below are applied to the cars that are allocated the CW. For these 
adoptions the considered time span is divided into upper and lower half. For example, if the delta lap time between 
cars in the top half of the qualifying results is 0.945s, the time span is defined as 0.945 seconds. The upper half of 
this time span would then be within 0.000s - 0.472s, while the lower half is 0.473s - 0.945s. 

a) If the lap-time of a car differs no more than 0.3s from the fastest car of the same model, the CW of the fastest 
car of that model is allocated. 

b) If the lap-time of a car differs more than 0.3s from the fastest car of the same model, two considerations 
are made: 

o If the lap-time is in the upper half of the time span, the CW is defined as the higher value of either 
a CW reduction of 50% in respect to the fastest car of that model or the CW according to its lap 
time. 

o If the lap-time is within the lower half of the time span the CW is defined as the lower value of 
either a CW reduction of 50% in respect to the fastest car of that model or the CW according to 
its lap time. 

 

c) If the actual lap time is within the lower half of the considered time span and it’s the first appearance of the 
model, the CW is reduced by 50%. 

d) If the CW determination results in CW values different from the 10kg steps, the next lower CW step is 
allocated. 
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Supplementary Rules: 
 

e) For the first Competition of a TCR Series/Cup/Class or Championship, the CW is set to 0kg for all attending 
cars. 

f) A driver who joins a Competition of a Series/Cup/Class or Championship for the first time (so a new 
driver/entry into a started Series/Cup/Class or Championship) will be assigned a CW for his first 
participation depending on the relevant Sporting Regulations. If each Series/Cup/Class or Championship 
Sporting Regulations already  provide for an additional weight for new entry, a CW of 0kg will be allocated. 
If no additional weight is foreseen by the Sporting Regulations then a CW of 20 kg is assigned by this 
Notification. 

g) A driver who takes part in the last Competition of a Series/Cup/Class or Championship  for the first time (so 
a new driver/entry into a started Series/Cup/Class or Championship) is assigned a CW that corresponds 
to the highest CW of the same model that the driver will use, if less 20 kg CW as minimum. 

h) If a previously registered driver changes model during the Series/Cup/Class or Championship, the new 
CW for that car is set to the higher value of either 20 kg or the drivers CW status quo. Therefore, it will be 
20 kg if the CW status quo is ≤ 20 kg or the current CW of this driver. Additional Sporting Regulations may 
apply. 

i) If the race car weight calculation using BoP Weight, CW and possible Sporting Regulation impact, is 
overweight with respect to the upper limit of the Minimum Racing Weight (Art 3.9 TCR TR), the following 
adjustment will be used: 

o +5mm ride height for ≤ 10kg calculated overweight 

o +10mm ride height for > 10kg calculated overweight 

j) In case no Qualifying session take place the status quo of the CW will be applied for the following event. 

k) If a car does not set a lap time in Qualifying session, the status quo of the CW will be applied to that car 
for the following Competition. 

l) In case a car is not attending, at all Competition of a Series/Cup/Class or Championship the status quo of its 
CW is applied. 

m) Only official and final Qualifying results will be considered. 

n) If a Competition format consists of separate Qualifying sessions that are related to different races the 
following distinguishing is made: 

o If different track layouts are used for the separate Qualifying sessions the CW calculation is 
determined based on the Qualifying session that relates to the first race of the Competition. 

o If the same track layout is used for the separate Qualifying sessions the CW calculation considers 
all Qualifying sessions as a combined Qualifying and use it for the CW determination. 

o) During a Competition if only a total of six (6) or less cars are able to produce a qualifying timed lap, the 
following table will be used to calculate the CW of the following Competition, without keeping in 
consideration the car model. In this situation, point (f) and (h) are modified, applying 10kg instead of 20kg. 

 

If only one car is producing a qualifying timed lap, no CW applies. 

p) All other situation which are not covered by the previous points of the present regulation must be treated 
specifically between the TCR Tech. Department and the Promoter before the beginning of the 
Series/Cup/Class or Championship. 
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CW applied to TCR World Tour: 

The CW correct application for the TCR World Tour and the hosting TCR Regional Series/Cup/Class or 
Championship is following the conceptual scheme reported below. 

 

Current Event Next Event CW table to generate, from Qual. of the Current Event 

TCR WT + TCR Regional (A) 
TCR WT + TCR Regional (A), 

TCR WT Special Event 
1 table CW with unique grid WT + Reg.(A)  

TCR WT + TCR Regional (A) TCR WT + TCR Regional (B) 1 table CW with WT only + 1 table CW with Reg. only 

TCR WT Special Event TCR WT + TCR Regional (A) 1 table CW with WT only 
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